
Strongman Comic #3  

Strongman vs. The Master of Dough 

 

 

1. Video monitor in the House of Strong displaying a news report of an attack on a vegetable 

farm from an unknown assailant, loaves of bread everywhere 

 - Strongman: "So what can you tell me about this... doughey destroyer?" 

 

2. Monitor displaying an image of a hooded figure fleeing one of the crime scenes 

 - Lanky Dude: "Well, he's never actually been seen. Always wearing a cloak..." 

 

3. Monitor displaying an image of a meat processing facility, destroyed 

 - LD: "...and he only targets...non grain-based food production, weird huh?" 

 

4.  Shot of Strongman, looking puzzled, points at city map 

 - SM: "Quite. That man... and you suspect he'll be here next? Why?" 

 

5. Lanky Dude spins around in his computer chair to look at strongman, who was overlooking 

the monitor in front of him 

 - LD: "Because your personal dairy farm is the largest in the city?" 

 

6. Strongman looking pleased with himself 

 - SM: "Milk DOES do a body good!" 

 

7. Alarms go off in the surveillance room, Lanky Dude checks the monitor, points his finger 

straight up 

 - LD: "Called it!" 

 

8. Strongman with furrowed brow 

 - SM: "I'll check things out, you stay here good buddy. Might not be safe." 

 

9. Strongman winds up a super jump 

 

10. Strongman leaps upward and busts out of his headquarters, Lanky Dude sighs at the mess. 

 

11. Shot of the dairy farm, giant loaves of bread the size of cars scattered about 

 

12. Same shot, but Strongman landing full force, leaving a small crater under him and the giant 

loaves pop into the air 

 

13. Strongman puts his face very close to one of the loaves, with a confused expression on his 

face 

 

14. A cow's head bursts out of the bread with a loud MOO. Strongman reels back, horrified 

 - SM: "Egad, my beloved bovine have been... BAKED!" 

 



15. Strongman shifts his eyes back and forth angrily, looking for the perpetrator 

 - SM: "Now I know for certain. It IS him..." 

 

16. The cloaked figure from the earlier video feed descends on the farmyard grass behind 

Strongman from above. SM glances over his shoulder 

 - ???: I see you have still chosen a path most misguided, old friend..." 

 

17. Strongman turns around to face the mystery man 

 - SM: "You need not conceal thyself. I already know it's you... Master!" 

 

18. Cloaked figure assumes a fighting pose, kung fu style 

 - ???: The School of the Undefeated of the Yeast!" 

 

19. Strongman assumes his own stance and joins on the strange litany 

 - SM: "The Grains of the King! 

 

20.  Mystery Man charges Strongman with a flurry of punches, anime style 

 - ???: "Rye!" 

 

21. Strongman responds in kind 

 - SM: "Pita!" 

 

22. Both fighters' punch hurricanes meet, fist bouncing off fist 

 - Both: "Hardtack!" 

 

23. A straight punch from each collides and they hold their arms, lightning emitting from where 

they meet 

 - Both: "Look, the Yeast is Rising High!" 

 

24. The force of the punch blows off Mystery Man's robes to reveal himself, smiling. (Designed 

like an old kung fu master, think Ramenman from Kinnikuman) 

 

25. The two leap backwards from one another, Mystery Man speaks 

 - ???: "I, Master Bhatoora, have returned!" 

 

26. The two pace around each other in a circular path, staring at the other, bodies tense 

 - SM: "I had heard of your disappearance. But what has become of you? Why the 

senseless attacks?" 

 

 - MB: "Senseless? You and I both know there can only be one food group worth fighting 

for in this world. And you, my old pupil, have been led astray!" 

 

27. Strongman performs a lunging punch at MB 

 - SM: "You are no master of mine, old one!" 

 

 



29. MB catches SM's outstretched arm, tosses him effortlessly into one of the bread cows, which 

cushions him. 

 - MB: You were never this sloppy. Now, Muffin Missile Technique! 

 

30. MB punches balls of dough with such intensity that they bake instantly and are launched as 

projectiles at SM, who jumps behind the breaded cow he fell into for cover 

 SM: Only one food group... madness! There must be a balance to achieve true physical 

perfection!" 

 

31. Noticing a lull in the barrage, SM takes the chance to pick up the bread cow and hurl it at 

MB 

 

32. MB uses the flying cow as a stepping stone to leap into the air in SM's direction 

 

33. SM leaps as well, intending to meet him in the air and grab him 

 

34. It is SM that gets grabbed instead, and is brought spiraling to the ground by an izuna drop 

 - MB: "Time to make a moustached pancake! Spinning Donut Drop!" 

 

35. SM lands hard on his head, nearly KO'd. MB lands safely on his feet. 

 

36. SM comes to, but is incapacitated by MB's strange capture technique, and punches dough at 

SM's wrists and ankles which form into bagels acting as shackles 

 - MB: "This is over. Bagel Bonds!" 

 

37. MB Stands in front of the beaten SM 

 - MB: "You have great strength. But lack the focus and discipline needed to defeat me. 

That, however, you must learn on your own." 

 

38. MB jumps skyward to leave the farm, disappearing as a twinkle in the sky as SM watches 

 - SM: Next time, old one, these biceps will not fail me." 

 

39. Same shot, SM, looks at his bagel shackles on his wrists 

 

40. Same shot again, SM takes a bite out of them 

 

 

END EPISODE 

  

  

 

 

 

the undefeated of the yeast, master/mighty bhatoora 


